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shop wish
shut rush
shelf crash
shake splash

chop inch
chat pinch
check bunch
cheek teach

Write sh or ch.

Ch stands for the sneezing sound.

 1.

__ip

2.

__est

3.

fi__

4.

lun__
 5.

bru__

6.

__in

7.

__ick

8.

__ell
9.

__eep

10.

ben__

11.

di__

12.

cra__
13.

__ips

14.

tra__

15.

bran__

16.

bea__

We do

I do

Sh stands for the “be quiet” sound. 
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1.  I like m  hat. 

M  dad gave it to m  .

2.  Cass has a cast on h  leg. 

S  cannot run.

3.  Frits has a pen in h  hand. 

H  will lend it to Hot Rod. 

4.  W  like o  dog.

5.  T  like t  lunch.

6.  Y  like y  snack.

Spelling List Read the sentences below and trace the spelling words.

me

my

she

her

he

his

we

our

they

their

you

your

I do

We do
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When the ch sound comes right after a short-vowel sound, you usually spell it with tch. 

itch
match
scratch

inch
punch
reach

ch? tch?

 1.

bran

2.

cru

3.

lun

4.

ske
 5.

sti

6.

pin

7.

ben

8.

ha
9.

ca

10.

bea

11.

pa

12.

pi

Write ch or tch.

We do

I do

13.

get ri
14.  

a big sandwi

TRICKERS!

Such, much, rich, and sandwich have ch after  
a short-vowel sound, not tch.
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To show something belongs to a single person, place, or thing,  
add ’s at the end.  Ms. Blossom’s class Lily’s backpack 
 the school’s door the backpack’s strap

Add ’s or just ’ to the words.

When a noun is plural and ends in s, add ’ to show who owns it.

 the pals’ lunch bags the Superkids’ bus 
 the bees’ hive the chicks’ nest

1.  Icky  sandwich 2.  the dogs  dish

3.  the ducks  pond 4.  Cass  cat

5.  the pen  top 6.  the kids  game

7.  the frogs  pad 8.  Alf  hat

9.  Doc  sketch 10.  Tic  desk

11.  the man  boat 12.  the pigs  pen

We do

I do
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A pronoun takes the place of a noun.    I    she    he    we    they    you    it
Tic said, “Yuck!” The sandwich has ham. The pals switch lunches.
She said, “Yuck!” It has ham. They switch lunches.

Some pronouns show who has or owns something.  
my    her    his    our    their    your    its
Sal’s shell the dog’s snack
his shell its snack

Write the correct pronoun.

1.   ran to Ms. Blossom’s class.

2.  Alf beat Frits.  was the fastest kid on the planet.

3.  Tic said, “  dad put a ham sandwich in  lunch.”

4.  Toc said, “  can fix  problems.”

5.  Toc put  sandwich in Tic’s bag. 

6.  At last, the kids like  sandwiches. 

We do

They   Their

She   He

Me   My

Me   I we   our

her   she

their   they

my   II do
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shop
fish

check itch
bench scratch

Remember, sh stands for the “be quiet” sound. Both ch and tch stand for 
the sneezing sound. You usually use tch right after a short-vowel sound.

Write the correct word.

1.  Alf and Frits ran past a  of kids. 

2.  They ran past a big  can. 

3.  Tic was glad to  sandwiches. 

4.  Golly trotted to get a   bag. 

5.  Cass has a cast on her  . 

6.  Golly was bad to  Cass’s bag. 

We do bench   bunch

trash   track

sweep   switch

luck   lunch

shin   chin

shush   snatch

I do
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1.   hugs  cat. 

2.   likes  sandwich. 

3.   sit at  desks. 

4.  Ms. Blossom said, “  like  class.” 

5.  Oswald’s mom said, “  must brush  teeth.” 

6.  The kids said, “  will eat  lunch.” 

We do

she   her

he   his

their   they

I   My

You   Your

We  Our

I do

Remember, a pronoun takes the place of a noun.  
Some pronouns tell who owns something.

 Golly got Cass’s lunch bag.
 He got her lunch bag.

Write the correct pronoun.

She   Her

He   His

Their   They

I   my

you  your

we   our
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Characters are the people and animals who do things in stories. 
If you can’t remember what a character did in a story,  
look back at the story for the answer.

Circle the picture that shows who the pink word tells about.

We do

I do

1.  They ran to their second-grade class.

2.  She will teach the Superkids.

3.  They did a sandwich switch.

4.  He got Cass’s lunch and ran off.

5.  She has a cast on her leg and can’t run. 

6.  They ran to get Cass’s lunch back.

7.  She got a big, wet kiss.  
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To make the sound for th, stick out 
your tongue between your teeth. 

thick with
thin moth
this cloth

To make the sound for wh, pretend 
you are blowing out candles. 

when
which
wheat

Write th or wh.

1.

ba__

2.

__eel

3.

__ink
4.

__ale

5.

__ree

6.

tee__
7.

pa__

8.

__ite

9.

ma__

We do

I do
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1.  Who  had such bad luck? Lily did!  

2.  W  is on her dress? Mud!

3.  W  did Golly kiss Lily? He likes her!

4.   W  did Lily rush to next?  
Ms. Blossom’s class.

5.  At last, Lily got t  .

6.  Ms. Blossom said, “I am glad you a   h  !”

7.  The kids w  thrilled to b  in second grade.

8.  Ettabetta said, “We will h  fun stuff to d  .”

9.   Lily said, “I like h   
Ms. Blossom smiles.”

Spelling List Complete the sentences below with words from the spelling list, then 
read the sentences.

who

what

why

where

there

here

were

are

be

have

do

how

We do

I do
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1.  Who  had such bad luck? Lily did!  

2.  W  is on her dress? Mud!

3.  W  did Golly kiss Lily? He likes her!

4.   W  did Lily rush to next?  
Ms. Blossom’s class.

5.  At last, Lily got t  .

6.  Ms. Blossom said, “I am glad you a   h  !”

7.  The kids w  thrilled to b  in second grade.

8.  Ettabetta said, “We will h  fun stuff to d  .”

9.   Lily said, “I like h   
Ms. Blossom smiles.”

1.  Where is Oswald  
 tells      asks      shouts

2.  Stop the bus  
 tells      asks      shouts

3.  Tic paints  
 tells      asks      shouts

4.  Who likes blossoms  
 tells      asks      shouts

5.  Kick it  
 tells      asks      shouts

6.  Frits and Alf have a snack  
 tells      asks      shouts

7.  Which jacket will Doc put on  
 tells      asks      shouts

A statement tells. It has a period at the end.  Tac sits at her desk.
A question asks. It has a question mark at the end.  Will Tac like second grade?
An exclamation shouts or shows a strong feeling.  
It has an exclamation mark at the end. 

Put the correct end mark in each box, then fill in the circle 
to show what each sentence does.

We do

I do

It is fantastic!
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Some words sound like the sounds they describe. 

whack wham whap whomp whiz
splash crash chomp thump thud

Write wh on the lines for 1–4. Draw a picture to go with 5.

1.  

Oswald hits the ball.

2.  

It zips across the net.

3.  

Sal hits it back.

4.  

He trips and lands  
on his bottom.

5.  Thump!  What was that?

I do

am! iz!

ap! omp!

We do
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We do

When two words are put together in a contraction,  
an apostrophe takes the place of the missing letters.

 is not  isn’t we will  we’ll
 I am   I’m she is   she’s they are  they’re

Cross out the letters you will replace with an apostrophe and then write the contraction 
for the words.

1.  has not

hasn’t
2.  is not 3.  was not

4.  have not 5.  are not 6.  were not

7.  I will 8.  she will 9.  he will

10.  we will 11.  you will 12.  they will

13.  I am 14.  she is 15.  he is

16.  we are 17.  you are 18.  they are

I do
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Write the correct contraction.

1.  Don’t  eat that!

2.  Cass  run.

3.  Ettabetta  get wet.

4.  Icky  lift the big bag.

5.  They  have ketchup for their hot dogs. 

6.  Alf  be pals with ants!

We do Do not

cannot

will not

cannot

do not

will not

I do

TRICKERS!
Sometimes a contraction sounds different from the two words that make it. 
 do not  don’t will not  won’t
The contraction can’t is made by dropping two letters from one word.
 cannot  can’t
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there

who

1.   has blossoms on her desk?

2.  Where else are  blossoms?

where

have

3.   did Sal sit?

4.   the kids met the teacher before? 

how

what

5.   did Ms. Blossom put up?

6.   can kids blossom? 

were

do

7.  What  the kids thinking of?

8.  How  they make their wishes?

are

be

9.  Does Tac think frogs  fun?

10.  What will Tac’s wish  for?

We do  Ms. Blossom
 Lily

 next to Oswald
 on the rug

 a map
 a flag

 children’s desks
 Ms. Blossom’s   

 glasses

 yes
 no

 do their best
 plant a seed

 wishes
 books

 on a star
 write them down

 yes
 no

 a new teacher
 a class pet 

Write the correct spelling word. Fill in the correct circle to answer each question.

I do
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Homonyms are words that can sound the same, but have different meanings.  
Sometimes they have different spellings too. 

their = belongs to them your = belongs to you
there = a place you’re = you are
they’re = they are 

Think about what a word means to spell it correctly.

Write the correct word.

1.  Tic, Tac, and Toc like  cones.

2.  “  a big help,” she said. 

3.   glad to be in Ms. Blossom’s class. 

4.  They hug  dog.

5.  “Let me check  throat,” he said. 

6.  Put the trash  in the can. 

We do their   there   they’re  

Your   You’re

Their   There   They’re  

their   there   they’re  

your   you’re

their   there   they’re  

I do

your?  
you’re?
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Homonyms are words that can sound the same, but have different meanings.  
Sometimes they have different spellings too. 

their = belongs to them your = belongs to you
there = a place you’re = you are
they’re = they are 

Think about what a word means to spell it correctly.

Remember, contractions join two words and an apostrophe  
takes the place of missing letters.

isn’t don’t won’t can’t
I’m he’s we’re we’ll

I won’t!

Write the contractions for the pink words on the lines.

1.  He is the fastest kid on the planet.  He’s
2.  She cannot stand egg-salad sandwiches.  

3.  She was not glad to get a kiss.  

4.   Ms. Blossom said, “Pretend you are  

a plant.”  

5.   They will stretch and blossom in  

second grade.  

6.  They are fast to list their reading wishes.  

7.  Ms. Blossom said, “You will read a magazine for kids.”  

We do

I do
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